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A New Comprehensive and Ongoing Newborn Screening Interference List Maintained by the 
APHL Quality Assurance/Quality Control Subcommittee  
P. Hopkins, APHL Quality Assurance/Quality Control Subcommittee, Silver Spring, MD 
 
Abstract 
 
The APHL Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC) Subcommittee recognizes the need for a single,  
comprehensive list of interfering substances and scenarios that can influence the measurement of 
newborn screening (NBS) dried blood spot (DBS) analytical markers and thereby provoke false positive, 
false negative and inconclusive test results.  Although some disease and method specific lists currently 
exist primarily within the CLSI Guideline NBS01-06, there has not been a single, easily accessible, 
resource available for referencing all confirmed interferences for DBS NBS analytical markers taken from 
published or documented sources.   
 
The QA/QC Subcommittee compiled a list of known interfering substances and conditions into an 
organized and easy-to-use format.  The list is located on the APHL Quality Improvement website which is 
publically available, therefore anyone will be able to view it.  The goal for this list is to provide an easy to 
find and user friendly clearinghouse of NBS interferences for continual reference, to aid with training 
and assist with the interpretation of results.  Within this site, a nomination process is available for any 
additional or revised interferences and anyone will be able to propose an addition to the list.  The 
nominated interferences will be reviewed by the QA/QC subcommittee on a monthly basis, and if more 
information is required of the submitter they will be contacted by APHL staff.  If a nomination to the list 
is deemed appropriate by the subcommittee then it will be added to the online list.  In addition, the 
subcommittee will assign a degree of certainty for each interference scenario based on the evidence 
that is provided and reviewed by the subcommittee.  
 
This list will provide a continual opportunity to take advantage of the immense network of experienced 
NBS stakeholders who can contribute to the catalog of documented and suspected NBS interferences.  
This presentation will showcase the interference list and explain how to use the website for inquiring 
about interferences and/or proposing the addition of a new one.   
 
Presenter:  Patrick Hopkins, BS, APHL Quality Assurance/Quality Control Subcommittee, Silver Spring, 
MD, Phone:  573.751.2662, Email:  Patrick.Hopkins@health.mo.gov 
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Incidental G-6-PD Identification Using the PerkinElmer GSP Neonatal GALT Kit  
D. Sesser, Oregon State Public Health Laboratory, Hillsboro, OR 
 
Abstract 
 
The Oregon Newborn Screening Laboratory converted GALT testing from a manual Beutler method to 
the automated PerkinElmer GSP GALT assay in February 2012.  With this transition, the Laboratory has 
noted an increased number of specimens with abnormal screening results.    Follow-up on these 
specimens has indicated a larger number of false positives for galactosemia, as well as the detection of 
G-6-PD not previously detected in the Beutler assay.  These G-6-PD cases have been predominantly 
identified in infants noted as Asian/Pacific Islander from Hawaii, a participating state in the NW Regional 
NBS Program administered by the Oregon State Public Health Laboratory.  Due to the increased number 
of specimens with abnormal screening results using the GSP GALT kit, and confirming as galactosemia 
false positives or G-6-PD, the Laboratory initiated a review of testing, follow-up, and diagnostic 
processes.  This presentation covers the findings, decisions, and process changes made to accommodate 
the differences found in the GALT assay conversion. 
  
Presenter:  Cheryl Hermerath, MBA, DLM(ASCP), RR(NRCM), Oregon State Public Health Laboratory, 
Newborn Screening, Hillsboro, OR, Phone:  503.693.4187, Email: cheryl.a.hermerath@state.or.us or 
david.e.sesser@state.or.us 
 
 
 

Cystic Fibrosis Screening:  Attempts To Reduce False Negatives 
G. Hoffman1, P. Farrell2, Z. Li2, M.Baker1,2;  1Wisconsin State Laboratory of Hygiene, Madison WI, 
2University of Wisconsin School of Medicine and Public Health, Madison, WI 
 
Abstract 
 
Objective:  Although cystic fibrosis newborn screening (CF-NBS) is established in all states, improvement 
is needed to reduce false negatives. Recent reports and studies have indicated that false negatives could 
be reduced by inclusion of more DNA testing, possible addition of pancreatitis associated protein 
marker, and/or the use of a floating IRT cutoff. The CLSI NBS05 Cystic Fibrosis guideline is to be 
amended to address these current issues relating to CF testing worldwide.      
Methods:   The CLSI workgroup was convened in late 2013 and consists of worldwide CF experts.  
Participant assignments were made to research, study, and make recommendations to amend the CLSI 
NBS05 guideline.  The recommendations are currently being formulated and are due by June 1, 2014.    
The issue of a floating IRT cutoff has generated much discussion here in the US.  Some programs have 
reported significant variations in daily mean IRT levels due to seasonal or reagent lot changes.  
Wisconsin has developed a mathematical calculation in an attempt to minimize the effect of these 
variables on the false negative rate.  The recommendations of the 2011 IRT Workshop and most recent 
literature were also reviewed to see if they are still relevant.   
Conclusions:  Although the recommendations of the CLSI CF workgroup are not completed as of this 
submission, few conclusions are forthcoming.  First is that the use of the IRT/IRT algorithm is going to be 
strongly discouraged due to the high IRT cutoffs and diagnosis delays associated with this algorithm.   
Secondly, Wisconsin has reviewed 3 decades of IRT data and has developed a floating IRT cutoff 
mathematical calculation that has minimized the seasonal and reagent lot variables on the detection of 
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CF.  Additional quality control advantages of a floating cutoff include knowing that the number of 
specimens referred for DNA analysis can be predicted and planned for on a daily basis and the tendency 
of some subpopulations of newborns (premature infants or African American babies) to have high IRT 
levels and raise the false positive rate can be partially avoided in routine CF screening. 
 
Presenter:  Gary Hoffman, Wisconsin State Laboratory of Hygiene, Madison, WI, Email:  
glhoff29@gmail.com  
 
 
 

Does IRT/IRT/DNA Really Work? - Review of Cystic Fibrosis Newborn Screening in Texas  
R. Lee, D. Morin, Y. Sun, R. Sauceda, L. Borgfeld, D. Freedenberg and S.M. Tanksley, Texas 
Department of State Health Services, Austin, TX 
 
Abstract 
 
Objective:  To evaluate the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and failsafe protocols of the 
IRT/IRT/DNA algorithm for Cystic Fibrosis (CF) in the Texas Newborn Screening Program. 
Methodology:  The State of Texas Newborn Screening Program tests two separate specimens for each 
newborn. As an indication of possible Cystic Fibrosis each specimen is tested for immunoreactive 
trypsinogen (IRT).  The IRT/IRT/DNA algorithm tests the first specimen for IRT and the second specimen 
for IRT with a reflex to DNA when the IRT is elevated. An IRT floating cut-off, top 5% by concentration, is 
used to identify specimens to be re-assayed in duplicate. IRT re-assay values above the fixed cut-off (60 
ng/mL for infants <21 days of age and 46.5 ng/mL for infants 21 days or older) are reported as elevated. 
An elevated IRT level for a first screen specimen is reported as indeterminate, requesting a repeat 
specimen.  A second screen specimen which is elevated for IRT is also tested using the CFTR InPlex assay 
targeting a panel of 40 mutations. Three failsafe protocols are used: 1. Very elevated IRT levels even 
with zero mutations detected on the 40-mutation DNA assay are reported as Abnormal; 2. First screen 
normal IRT or no first screen received with an elevated second screen IRT is reflexed to DNA testing; 3. 
First screen is elevated and no second screen specimen is received by 30 days of age, the first screen is 
reflexed to DNA testing.  
Results and Conclusion:  From December 2009 to December 2013, approximately 1,184,205 newborns 
(2,363,895 specimens) were screened for CF. Of these specimens, 13,413 were reflexed to DNA testing 
and 1,165 were reported abnormal for Cystic Fibrosis screening. Statistical data such as the number of 
diagnosed cases, positive predictive value, false negative rate, sensitivity, specificity, ethnic-specific 
incidence rates, and mutation distribution and detection rate will be presented.  In addition, the 
effectiveness of each failsafe protocol, including cases with 1st screen normal IRT and 2nd screen 
elevated IRT, will be presented and information regarding each missed case will be discussed for 
potential quality improvement.  
 
Presenter:  Rachel Lee, PhD, Texas Department of State Health Services, Laboratory Services Section, 
Austin, TX, Phone:  512.776.7158, Email:  rachel.lee@dshs.state.tx.us 
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Summary 
 
Objective:  To evaluate the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and failsafe protocols of the 
IRT/IRT/DNA algorithm for Cystic Fibrosis (CF) in the Texas Newborn Screening Program. 
 
Methodology:  The State of Texas Newborn Screening Program tests two separate specimens for each 
newborn. As an indication of possible Cystic Fibrosis each specimen is tested for immunoreactive 
trypsinogen (IRT).  The IRT/IRT/DNA algorithm tests the first specimen for IRT and the second specimen 
for IRT with a reflex to DNA when the IRT is elevated. The IRT floating cut-off, which is the top 5% by 
concentration, is used to identify specimens to be re-assayed in duplicate. IRT re-assay values above the 
fixed cut-off (60 ng/mL for infants <21 days of age and 46.5 ng/mL for infants 21 days or older) are 
reported as elevated. An elevated IRT level for a first screen specimen is reported as indeterminate, 
requesting a repeat specimen.  A second screen specimen which is elevated for IRT is also tested using 
the CFTR InPlex assay targeting a panel of 40 mutations. Three failsafe protocols are used: 1) Very 
elevated IRT levels even with zero mutations detected on the 40-mutation DNA assay are reported as 
Abnormal; 2) If the first screen has normal IRT or no first screen is received and the second screen has 
elevated IRT, it is reflexed to DNA testing; 3) If the first screen is elevated and no second screen 
specimen is received by 30 days of age, the first screen is reflexed to DNA testing. 
 
Results and Conclusion:  From December 2009 to December 2013, approximately 1,570,933 newborns 
(3,105,402 specimens) were screened for CF. Of these specimens, 50,181 had elevated IRT levels, 19,056 
were reflexed to DNA testing, 1,582 were reported abnormal for Cystic Fibrosis screening, and a total of 
249 cases were diagnosed with Cystic Fibrosis. The positive predictive value is 15.7% and false positive 
rate is 0.08%. All three failsafe protocols were effective in identifying CF cases; six cases had very 
elevated IRT levels with zero mutations, thirteen cases with first screen normal IRT or no first screen and 
second screen elevated IRT, and 29 cases from first screen reflexed to DNA testing because no second 
screen specimen was received by 30 days of age. Nine missed cases were reported, seven of them were 
missed due to IRT levels below the cutoff and two were due to the limited number of mutations on the 
DNA panel. The overall false negative rate is 3.6%. The mutation detection rate using the 40-mutation 
panel is 84% of the diseased alleles, and deltaF508 is the most prevalent mutation, accounting for 63% 
of the diseased alleles.  
 
Table 1. Distribution of Mutations on the 40-Mutation Panel 
 

Mutation Name # of 

Alleles 

Mutation Name # of 

Alleles 

deltaF508 316 3120+1G>A 3 

G542X 16 3849+10kbC->T 3 

R117H 14 D1152H 3 

G551D 10 S549N 3 

1717-1G->A 6 3876delA 3 

N1303K 5 3905insT 3 

621+1G>T 4 W1282X 2 

deltaI507 4 A455E 1 
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R1162X 4 R347P 1 

R553X 3 3659delC 1 

2789+5G->A 3 2183A A->G 1 

R334W 3 394delTT 1 

1898+1G>A 3 V520F 1 

  TOTAL 417 

 
For all CF cases, the median age when presumptive positive CF screening results were reported was 22 
days. More than 98% were reported within 40 days of age. The median age of diagnosis was 30 days, 
and approximately 87% of the cases were diagnosed within two months of age.   
The IRT/IRT/DNA algorithm used in TX NBS Program has been effective in screening newborns for Cystic 
Fibrosis with high sensitivity and specificity. System-wide education on the timing of second specimen 
collection is needed to assist in decreasing the time to diagnosis. 
 
 
 

Establishing High Performance Analyte Cutoffs in Metabolic Disorders Screened by Mass 
Spectrometry through Understanding of False Negative Risk  
K. Petritis, S. Bhakta, W. Slanta, D. Carr, D. Wright, S. Aponte and W. Jacox, Arizona State Public 
Health Laboratory, Phoenix, AZ 
 
Abstract 
 
In newborn screening, most of the metabolic disorders are screened through a multiplex assay that 
utilizes tandem mass spectrometry. Due to differences in sample preparation, and other pre-analytical 
variables, analyte concentrations can vary from laboratory to laboratory. 
 
Determination of the cut-off values for each analyte should be based on considerations for statistically 
derived values and testing of patient samples with a confirmed diagnosis. Due to variations on the 
analyte reported values as a result of pre-analytical variables, each state/laboratory needs to establish 
its’ own cutoff values. Cutoff values are established after careful evaluation of potential false positives 
and false negative results. Newborn screening deals with large populations that make it easy to calculate 
false positives (specificity), but also deals with rare disorders, that make it very difficult to calculate false 
negatives (sensitivity). This led to an international collaboration where state labs and hospitals around 
the world reported analyte values of de-identified healthy and patient populations. The results are 
hosted at the Newborn Blood Screening Translational Research Network (NBSTRN) which includes tools 
and reports developed from the entire body of collected results.  
 
Although information on normal and disease percentiles per analyte and analyte ratios are available at 
the NBSTRN database, it is still difficult to utilize the information, due to the uniqueness of each 
laboratory’s processes. In this study we show that it is possible to utilize the cumulative normal 
percentiles and the lab normal percentiles in order to calculate correction factors that can be applied to 
the cumulative analyte disease percentiles. After applying this normalization, the 99% healthy normal 
percentiles from an individual laboratory and the 1% normalized disease percentiles will depict a similar 
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overlap to the database’s. The normalized disease percentiles can then be used to approximate the false 
negative risk for different cutoff scenarios. This information, along with the easily calculated false 
positive risks for different cutoff scenarios, can help establish high performing cutoff values for 
individual states/laboratories. 
 
Presenter:  Konstantinos Petritis, PhD, Arizona State Public Health Laboratory, Newborn Screening, 
Phoenix, AZ, Phone:  602.364.1475, Email:  kostas.petritis@azdhs.gov 
 
 
Summary 
 
In newborn screening, most metabolic disorders are screened through a multiplex assay that utilizes 
tandem mass spectrometry. Due to differences in sample preparation, and other pre-analytical 
variables, analyte concentrations can vary from laboratory to laboratory. For example, free carnitine 
values, which concentration is affected by the extent of butanolysis (a butylation side reaction) of 
acylcarnitines, can vary more than two-fold between laboratories. 
 
Determination of the cut-off values for each analyte should be based on considerations for statistically 
derived values and testing of patient samples with a confirmed diagnosis. Due to variations in analyte 
values due to pre-analytical variables, each state/laboratory needs to establish its’ own cutoff values. 
Cutoff values are established after careful evaluation of potential false positives and false negative risks. 
Newborn screening deals with large populations, but rare disorders, that make it easy to estimate false 
positives but very difficult to estimate false negatives. This led to an international collaboration where 
state labs and hospitals around the world reported analyte values of de-identified healthy and patient 
populations. The results are hosted at the Newborn Blood Screening Translational Research Network 
(NBSTRN) which includes tools and reports developed from the entire body of collected results.  
Although information on normal and disease percentiles per analyte and analyte ratios are available, it is 
still difficult to utilize the information, due to the uniqueness of each laboratory’s processes. In this 
study we show that it is possible to utilize the cumulative normal percentiles and an individual 
laboratory’s normal percentiles in order to calculate correction factors that can be applied to the 
cumulative analyte disease percentiles. 
 
As shown in Fig. 1, the overlap between the 99% healthy and 1% disease percentiles for the marker 
C16OH can be very different when using Arizona’s data versus the NBSTRN data, making it difficult to 
draw meaningful conclusions. However, by using both sets of data we can calculate a correction factor 
which can then be applied for the normalization of the NBSTRN database’s 1% disease percentile. After 
applying this normalization, the 99% healthy normal percentiles from an individual laboratory and the 
1% normalized disease percentiles will show a similar overlap to the database’s. The normalized disease 
percentiles can then be used to estimate the false negative risk for different cutoff scenarios as shown in 
Fig. 2 which depicts a comparison of cut-offs that have been used at the laboratory over time for C5, 
C5/C0, C5/C2 and C5/C3 for the screening of IVA.  
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 Figure 1. Normalization of database C16OH disease percentiles for LCHAD/TFP.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Healthy and disease percentile overlap for the marker and ratios for IVA (C5, C5/C0, C5/C2, 

C5/C3). Different cut-offs values used are shown as horizontal lines. 
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In this particular case, it is easy to see that the C5/C0 and C5/C2 cut-off values were set higher than they 
should which increased the risk of a false negative. Table 1 shows the different cut-off scenarios used 
over time in our laboratory as well as the associated false positive and false negative risk.  
 
Table 1: Comparison of different cut-off scenarios for the screening of IVA 

 

The false negative risk estimate, along with the easily calculated false positive risks for different cutoff 
scenarios, can help establish high performing cutoff values for individual states/laboratories. 
 
 


